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TEC11141CAL NIRMIORANTAINI
SUNSPOT VARIATION AND SELECTED ASSOCIATED PHENOMENA:
A LOOK AT SOLAR CYCLE 21 AND BEYOND
1. INTRUDUCTION
Sunspots tire obscrved to be regions of onlitinved magnetle field and to be
sumewhat cooler and, lience, darker than the surrounding photoaphere. They were
"discovered" telescopically about 1611; however, naked eye records of large sunspots
tire now known to have been reu^ordvd much earlier [I, 0], Altliouvh sunspots tire
sometimes obsorved to occur singly, more, aften they are seen 
in 
grovps of two or
more I
Sunspot cyclic variabIlIty (that is, the cyclic change In the number of spots on
the Sun with time) was first suggested by 110111rich Schwabe In 1843, StIbRCquent
analysis of observations, both preen-ding and succeealntr this iiiiiestone, has confirmed
sunspot variability and revealed Lliat tlio Sun's activity level varies 
In 
tin approxi-
11111tely cyclic fashion. (Notable exceptions, e, g, , the Maunder and Sp ic5rer hlifflaia,
have been discussed by l-','ddy (21.)
I)aIly counts of sunspots tire no%v routinely made tit many astronomical obser,
vatorles around the world. These, dally sunspot numbers, are averaged, thereby
yielding mean monthly sunspot numbers (eg. , the ZilAch sunspot nuaiba-r, denoted
R 
z ) which tire further averAgeld, in a particular way, to 
yield it smoothed sunspot
1113111ber 
or 
13-month running menji, na it is somatiffle 's callet'l. 2 The var-Juitior, of the
smoothed sunspot number with time Is inherently less noisy than the "raw" mean
Sunspot number R Is defined as
11 -,-3 k (10 t; -1, f)	 (1)
where f Is flic total number of spots, observed regardless 
of 
size, 1); is the number
of observed spot groups, an(! k is a normalization parameter whipli varies from
observatory to observatory to bring, counts Into agreement by accounting for
telescope size, atmospheric opacity, etc.
Smoothed sunspot number 11 13 
 
is defined [31 as
+5
R+6 + R. 6 + 2 E it II=- 5
It	 Z-	 (2)
13
where R +6 is the metin monthly sunspot number 6 months ahead of tile montli of
interest, R ,, the mean monthly number 6 months behind the month of interest,
and	 R1 is the sum of the mean monthly sunspoZ numbers 5 months elther7 
4 3	 1	 5i
*" i	 side and including the month of intereat.
tiunspot number, while still appropriately showing the general trend and level of solar
activity; thus, It Is, much more suitable for the statistical comparisons and predictions
of this roport. Month-to month mean sunspot numbers vary, by as little as a few
percont to its, much as 30 percent or more, with variation usually being greatest at
solar minimum.
Sunspot variation or the sunspot cycle (or activity cycle), as It is more
cummonly known [41, has been reliably determined, based on daily sunspot counts,
back to about 1848, cot,
 res pandi ng to the maximum of solar cycle number 9. (The
solar cycle liaB been traced back further In time, but the data are much loss reliable.
Therefore, color physicists and prognosticators tend to examine contemporary cycles
(present cycle is number 21) and predict future cycles In the light of all cycles since
cycle 8, the milestone cycle.
The purpose of this report is fourfold. Flyst, it will briefly review sunspot
cycles 8 through 20 In terms of time variation and 11 13 values at maxima and minima.
8,econd, it will give results pertaining to the decline of cycle 20 and the minimum,
ascending, and maximum phases of cycle 21, based on sunspot number, 2800.MUz
radio flux, frequency or flare occurrence (major flares and, separately, all flares),
and frequency of occurrence of gi-adual-rise-and-fall, (GRF) radio events, which may
be associated with eruptive prominences and coronal, transients (e, g. , Sliecley at al,
151 , Wobb et al. [ 6] , Smith at al. 171 , and VIsher at al. [ 8] ). The associations
between these latter parameters and It 13 are discussed. Third, it prediction Is made
for expected levels of activity for the Spacclob 2 era (late 1,984), and, lastly, a
prediction Is made for cycle 22, The analysis of cycles 20 through 21 Is based on
data obtidned from the NOAA Solar Gleophqsical Data (Prom pt Rcoorts), Boulder,
Colorado (abbreviated SOD in Dili oji6rfI z ^ 
11. SUNSPOT CYCLES $ THROUGII 20
Allen [9] has tabulated the dittos of occurrence for solar cycle
_ 
maximum and
minimutil and values of smoothed sunspot number tit cycle maximum (R MAX ) and mini-
mum (ii 
MIN ) for all solar cycles since 1700. Utilizing these data, simplified solar
activity cycles (beginning with cycle 8) were drawn and are illustrated In. Figure 1.
Basically, Fi •itre I represents the envelopes of It 
MAX 
and R 
MIN (the dark lines at
the, top and bottom of the figure, respectively). '111a numbered triangles represent
each of the solar cycles (8 through ',U).
Means for 
;MAY and RN-11N have been calculated, based on 
the 
Allen tabulated
parameters, for cycles 8 tbrough 20 and 8 through 21. They tire R MAX «116.2 and	
It
121. 9 and RMIN L: 5. 2 and 5. 7, respectively. Maxima rnn •e between 69.2 and 201. 3
and minima between 1.5 and .12.4.
Figure 'I) depitts the duration interval (in years) versus solar cycle number for
solar cycles 8 flirouglt 21,- the intervals measured are sunspot maximum to subsequent
maximum (MAX-MAX) , minimum to subsequent minimum (MIN-MIN), maximum to subse-
quent minimum (MAX-MIN), and minimum to subsequent maximum (MIN-MAX).. (Please
note that this report follows the standard convention of be O)nning a cycle at minimum
2
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Figure 1. Solar activity cycles, simplified to two d0a points (RMAX and It MIN)
per cycle, this plot shows envelopes over the maxima and minima of 13
numbered cycles (cycles 8 through 21).
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Fitgure 2, Cycle interval curves. Time intervals in years are plotted for each, 
solar cycle for maximum to subsequent maximum (MAX-MAX), minimum to
subsequent minimum (MIN-MIN), maximum to subsequent minimum (MAX-MIN),
and minimum to subsequent maximum (MIN-MAX). Thus, MAX-MAX and MAX-MIN
curves are for ilptereycle values, whereas NIAX-MIN and MIN-MAX are for Intracycle"
values. 5jesij , values fora each interval are given in years for cycles 8 through 20
and 8 through 21.
3'
occurrence and ending It at subsequent cycle minimum occurrence. Also, note that,
in Figure 2. MAX-MAX and MIN-MIN are arbitrarily plotted at tho mitt-polnts between
cycle numbers and MAX-MIN and MIN-MAX are plotted on the cycle number.) Means
for those Parameters are given in Table 1. MAX-MAX values range bom 9.0 to 13,3
years (mean A, 11 years), MIN-MIN from 9.6 to 12,5 years (mean ry 11 years), MAX.
MIN from 5. 4 to 8.3 years (mean A, 6.8 years), and MIN -MAX from 3.3 to 5.3 years
(mean ^ 4. 1 years).
TABLE 1. MEAN TIME INTERVAL SOLAR CYCLE PARAMETERS
Mear Time Intervals:
	
Months (Years)
Cycles 8-20 Cycles 8 - 21
MAX -MAX 13118 (10.98) 131.8 (10,98)
MIN -MIN 130. 8 (10.00) 131.4 (10.95)
MAX-MIN 81.4 (6.78) 81.8 (6.82)
MIN-MAX 49.6 (4.13) 49.2 (4,10)
Examination of Figure 1 suggests that, porbaps, 11 MAX and R MIN are related,
In some way, to a periodic function, since values for AMAX and TR MIN appear to peak
around cycles 8 and 9 and 19 through 21 and are of minimum value around cycles 14
and 15, In Figure 3, the data of Figure 1 are recast Into a plot of UMAX and R MIN
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Figure 3. Cosine-fit to 
AMAX 
and 
MIN 
values versus cycle number.
4
.0
against solar cycle number. The curves drawn theoutth these data points are arbl, -
trarily selected, simple cosille functions hawing a period of 132 years (which colnel-
dontally Is 1 1.5 times the Gl Ielsaborg cycle, Ell). Although the functions were
chosen arbitrarily and (to not represent a best f1t, a fairly _good r1t. commensurate
with about 30 percent error bars or loss, Is obtainod (for RMAX). (Clearly, a
.4tralght-line fit Is not iiuggestod. ) One cobra um that for AMAX  and AMIN cycle 21
follows that or cycle 0. cycler 022 that of cycle 10, and so on. In thini way the solar
cycle vnrlation taken on a truly porlodle appearance postdicting valucki for R AlAX and
H MIN that. for 
the 
most part, have been close to actual values.
$111481100 ClYCLES 20 T11HO11011
In this section, 4 prediction for cycle 21 dittos of occurrence and it values for
sunspot cycle minimum and maximum, based on Table 1 means and Figure 3 curves In
conjunction with observed oc-curronce dates of minimum and maximum or sunspot cycle
20. Is compared to actual datos of occurrence and A values for sunspot cycle 21 InInt-
mum 
and 
maximum. Also discussed Is the u8soclatlon between 2800 Nlllz eission level
and sunspot nuitiber and the variation of	 ernumb of major fla res, number
m
of flares
(in 6ronoral), and numbar of GRP' events with time (in particular, phase of solar
cycle). The relationship between those latter parameter.4 and sunspot number IS
examined and a determination made as to whather the ascending portion of 11 cycle Is
signifleantly different from It,4 deso.onding portion, These relationships will be helpful
for determininK flare activity 'levels during tbo Spacolab 2 era (Section IV).
Sunspot cycle 20 began with a minimum In Soptembor 1964 havInPLn value of
NiN equal to 9.6; maximum occurred in October q In1908 with Value Of RMAX 0 1 , 1 to
110.6, Thus, based on the MIN-WHN tittle interval for cycles 8 through 20, Septem-
ber 1,075 would be projected to be the minimum for cycle 21; and basod on the MAX.
MAX time Interval for cycles 8 through 20, the maximum for cycle 21 would occur
approximately October 1979. The actual drites of sunspot minimum and maximum were
March 1976 and Docember 1979. Thus, using mean tittle intervals the occurrences of
sunspot minimum could be predicted to within 6 trionths and maximum to within 2
months,
Based Oil Figure 3, R MIN for cycle 21 would have been predicted to be about
be about 168. Actual vand it MAX to alocs for ;MIN  C1111 a R MAX ror cycle 21 were 12
and 166. 3, respectively (i.e., to wltldn about One-unit discrepancy for A MIN and to
within about two-units discrepancy for RRIA.0'
Figure 4 plots the mean monthly Zurich sunspot number (It z ), the smoothed
sunspot number ( A D), the mean monthly 28004011z radio flux corrected to one astro-
noinlwil unit (F 2800 ), and the smoothed 2800-MIlz radio flux (P I3 ), calculated similarly
to 11 13  [equation (2)] for the time period I-ebruary 1969 through December 1980, or
the period covering the descending portion of cycle 20 and the minimum, ascending
and maximum portions of cycle 21. Observe that the time interval from the maximum
of cycle 20 to the maximum of cycle 21 was 134 months; the time Interval from the
maximum of cycle 20 to the minimum of cycle 21 was 89 months, and the time interval
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Figure A. Cycles 20 and 21. Rz' R13' £2800' and V 13 are plotted in terms of
numbers versus month for the period January 1969 through )December 1980.
The dates of occurrence of, maximum R'13 and 1{ 13 And minimum R13
and F 3 ,are shown.
6
4
g'
4for the asconding portion of cyclo 21 (minimum to maximum) wa;,A 45 moo, Also-
observe that E13 and AD maxima, nilrdmu, and trends are ansentially tho same and
are, thui4, very llnenrly related, 1+ 13 minimum occurs approximately 3 monthis tirtar
R,, minimum, anti 	 occurs approximately 2 montht4 after R 13 maxiluum.
Scatter associated with P
,, 
values 
is 
approximately 20 percent or less and Is, thus,
as miwother signal for Btatistioal comparlson8 than 11 13
, 
(Sentter diagrams for It.
versus RW 1.2800 versus V IV and other mare and eruptive poramoto ►s ver8us tbelr
amotlied numbers are given In the Appendix.)
Figure 4, in addition to showing variation of P
13 
:anti
	
with time, depicts
the eveles in terms of solar cycle phase (asatiming as 	 of 134 months, based on
eyele 20 maximum to cycle 21 maximum), Thus, the descending portion of cycle 20
accovaits for 66, 4 percent of t1to period and the uticonding portion of cycle 21 for
33,6 percent. If the roll or cycle 20 and the r e so of cycle 21 tire statistically typical
of tiny solar cycle, then the ratio of ascending to descending perlodli is about 0.5,
or the deseet)(1ing portion of a cycle Is oar
	 order of twice as long as Its ascending
portion.
If solar minimum Is thought of use an Interval when Itia was within 2.25 units
of It 13 C-13.6), then observe brut cycle 21, minimum was about 21 months 
In longth
(between May 1075 and January 1977). During this Interval tho- mean R13 
was
14.54 -
t2.10.
2. 24 Imilarly ) If solar maximum Is regarded as tin Int rval when
	
WASS
W101111 six units of it 
MAX' 
then observe that cycle 21 maximum was approximately
13 months In duration (between July 1079 and July 1980), and the mean	 W1114$
160.25 - 5
r 
03
62 . The ratio of maximum porlod to rnhilmum 
period 
Is about 0. 6, or the
min mum perloi4
 Is about 1.5 Limos the leligth of 010 maximum period.
The,
 descent abase; of cycle 20,
-
 based on FlIgure 4, Is iatirlted by the occurrence
of throc major "bumps" In It 13 (41141 V 13) . The first bump occurred approximately
18 months after i1MAX cycle 20 and 
was 
about 19 percent higher than to smooth fall=off
In sutispot number. The second bump occurred 42 montlis after ftMAX cycle 20 and
was about ► 4 pereent higher. The third bump occurred 67 months after RMAX Cycle
20 wid was 40 percent bigher, Thus, the descending portion of cycle 20 had porlodli
of enhanced activity sand was not a simple, smoothly decaying function. It is note-
worthy tlitit the Skylab missions, fortuitously occurred during the third bump, approxl^
mately 2 to 3 years prior to solar, mifflinum and tbat, in addition to incrolised sunspot
number during this period, there was tin Incretise in flare activity as well (as
explained 
In 
later paragraphs mid by Wilson (101).
Figure 5 plots the ratio of P 13 to al 0) and F.... to R . Observe the pea* ratio
of
 13 to A 13 to be about 6, occurrInC,,, at It minimum for cycle 21. The lowest ratio
was 1, 17, occurring approxim0-ely I month prior to R 13 maximums for cycle 21, a4d,
though not shown, a similar ratio is suggested forMAX cycle 20
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Figure 5. Variation of l'  2800IRz and f 13/R13 for cycles 20 and 21.
The maximum and minimum ratio values are denoted.
Figure 6 depicts the number CN (,J'j of flares per month and smoothed number
[i13 ( —'l)] of flares of optical importance greater than or equal to 1 versus time (for
definition of "importance," see (113). It can be observed that the period of minimum
flare occurrence corresponds essentially to the same period of minimum sunspot num-
ber, being approximately 21 months in length (approximately May 1975 to January
1 571977) , and to have a mean value of N 13 (,1) equal to 4.01 -1.55
.
 (Monthly mean
numbers ranged from 0 to 15 during this interval.) The peak period of major flare
I
IF
8
lietivity, with 1111101 RT-11. lter monthly ^s(`ntter, Oc^ourred durillit 141803 the monil Value OC
N13 (.1) will 03. 80 15.81 for the first 8 Mouths of 1980. Noteo, thtit the nllliitllum N13
CA) vttl ue ()4t`urred ttl) i)lY): 1mately 7 ftitt)iltilli titte r mlilh1111ill R 13 Value and that the M lttxI1Imm
1413 C-^1) Value ltlso 111 pefirs to follow 11111'.1llllllllt 11 13 vtllite by I m natlln. 'file lttll;`mi dilll
portion of c',yc)3e 1.1 1 111)1?tlll'H to be motilewhilt morelllonotonle, thrall the doHc?^tll(1a11t- l)(lr
tioii cal' oyc^le 0, in torms of N 13 (
 1). ltumpti It) the N,13 ( 1) vtlt<vo durfilj^ tho
doNeollding portion of eyele ::0, similar Lind corresponding to Immil)s ill it VP tire noted,tlltlt011l^ll tllQy 01011Ply AM not its diStinCtIVO US thOsaV of It I'll,
VII'iirtl 7 tl,ltitllttyti the lllllill)t r (N) 111111 timotlthod 11t11Uber ( I 13) of till flares,
both llliljor 111wes wid Hti3)t'illroH, Versus tulle I`3`om Ole il1'hlinlUlll period of cycle wl:
thrc)ugl! the I II tt ;(t III lilt) I hive. 	 (The plot wilt., 13111ited to t lliml suhsequolit to late 1975
L)ootillso of the ollllllgx
 l ill the style of presentation of l'ith`e dtittt ill the i?fID; siilmo
(Iliellt to lilte 1075, Mire
 diltit were (!U11t113t1rd i ll Ont" 11 StllIR find 1113 01)s('1 , VTatlolls of it
single Mire Mire grtlliped together, 111111x1111;' flare , ' 41111t determination shill)te. ) It is
t)l)sel'vcid that lllillillluill N13 Ot.`C1A1'].'ellee Voillolde.1 with 111li1i1111i111 N13 (A) ovoti1'.rellt't`,
tipproximittoly 7 m6tiths itftop mi11it1111tii lyt.l,41 000*111'1'ellc'e. Alllxitilllnl N l , occurrellev t ppot rs
tt) 11111'(` llt'nlie(l 5 ltlt)t1t11s prior to 11111filltluil7 f1 13 111)(3 I', moilths Prior to 311a llit tim N 1 ^ ( '3)
00011l`l'('1100.4, 111thol11'11 oonsiderablo variability Is noted all 1.,17:1 and 1,41130, (Also, tll(`
, iila()i:hod titlttl ilre ()lily plottod tlu.'t)lig-li August 1 9130.) I ndividual N vtlhles 1Vero politost
ill 1080. bollli' tietirly 800 ill Dec`( tuber. Note t he vary Bilotti, 1 ppotlrimeo or the N 1 ;3 01111x('
(lllriil(;' 'tho asevilding port'i()ll Of VYQ10 21, Wlt;'1V8011t; l)erhtll)s it linear rela tionship with
it 13,
:111;,11ro 0 shows the rath) cal' N ( ) to N 111111 tho stm ot.ho rittio cal' N (-A) to N Cap.`
the :311111(', time porlod its Fig- ro 7. The minimumm ail the smoothed riltio 0001.11rtld til^
'
)1`oxi
niately `1 311t11tths t1Ctor iiihilmum A	 dlit fin lll)P O;A,Lltltltt`3y t3 Months a)Vi(13.' to I11I1111111:i111 	 1a ('T,
The ratio Varied linearly \vith t1mo r `om early 1976 U11 til about lllld 1 978. when the Ilir;an
rlitio elIpped (for tippioxilllittely I year) , 11110 also ho ttveell mid , 1970 and the 1)01111 ocolm
rt noo ill mid-1980, The maxillMill stlloothed 1`lltio Is olmsorved to (yt)illeldo with the maxi
11111th N13 (;•l) t1t?t1111`re1 vo, ill)prox illltltely 7 111011ths after tllaxil31ttill a213 00011irreilGe.
1'`igurv.
 9 11histrates the number tN (('1x tV)1 and smoothod numlaor [N.tI (Cup)] of
radio (lot'_.ermilled 0311.' evolits, brit( oil the S(11)„ The (111tt1 plotted Bevel` the tlesvollding
portion of' cyolo ?0 11110 'Ole mt -11111111111 and u-sc()i1W119 portions of ey'elo `g el. The bulll ,ps In
C1, RF vOkles , dllrilllx` the flesee11t1'ing portion of oyole 20, correspond to the bumps l?no-
viously melltiolletl 111 the stll 4pot number 111111 flare t omit evirves (1 1i ,,s, 4 111141 (1) ; 1 ' e. ,
t 1e liil'(?;e hullip 1.11 107 (`orre4jx'l uls to tho 13C!c1)111'1 bump In the It t ,l
 curm the second
hump Ill the CIM, C`ur've to Ulrl 11111`(1 lltlllill 111 'tile it
 1.3 rr111` T^(?, 1111(1 the 1111]'11 11Ultla) 4x1111 tl'1(!
11111t or it lourtli 3)111111) In the It 1J etlrvo, vary close to millii ilm conditions, The 11thiblium
N 13 (Olt 1`') tii i11110' 001"C3e3e1 with tili ltllllum N 13 (:::nl.) tleetll`1`011ce, lipp1`o itllntely 7 Itiont.11s
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following 1111111milal 
1-113 occurrence. The ainxImum N 13 KUM okicuerenve Is about
August 1979 or approximately 4 months prior to maximum 
A13 oemirroneo, bobaK nearly
whicklontal III tinw. with 
^ 13 oemirrenev,.
While sunspot activity %VaH considerably highor III oyclo 21 Ulan III cycle 20, It
1.4 to be noted that Figures 0* and 9 suggest that flare, 
and 
eruptive activity may have
beell Homewhat higher III oyele 20 rather than cycle 21. Mille numbers of ritiros and
oruptives may be linearly relatod to sunspot numbor within al
	
or 
portions of two
cycles, they may not be exav,,tly related between -miccossl-m eyeloN or tiny two randomly
chow"Al cycles, Insuff1clent data tire available to dofino the tivneral relationships
(if ally).
As hinted, previously, ilia Hmootbed data. durinK the aseending portion or cycle
2 1 suggest somewhat linear relationslilps between flares, oruptives, and 2800 MHz
rtidlo emission with sunspot,
 number. Figure tO depicts ilia relationship betwo,'vii
913 G-I) and 11 0. Line A denotes ilia strtdlllit ]iii 	 from the or-Igin to the
max1mum 11 13 value; honce, It covers the aseending portion of cyclo 21. Link) 1)
colilleets the U11^111 with tho maxialum N 13 (A) value,,
 11011ce, it may be loosely
regrarded tis the best . guwiis for the deseendinj),, portion of cycle 21, Lines C and C')
corrospond to t1w, 
best  
fit component line's for the kascending p ortion. of the data set.,
I^ , Ci covers the value,,-,, 1.2 -, It13 	62 and C' ,, 	 values 62
	 It 1 J,	 165. The lille
equittions are stated below:
Line A (Ascending Cycle 21)	
X
13 (.1)
	 0. 34 It	 (3)
Mile D C.Dese'ellkliog cycle 21)	 13 (.-J)	 0, 46 1-1 13
141110 C (Cycle 21, 1-2
	
6,))	 0 - 5 2 R	 0
1	 13	 13
and
Line C 2 (Cyc le 21, 6	 it	 165)	 N04	 13
	 3 CA)	 0,23 1113
Figure 10 clearly shows that the maximum N	 CA) did not occur, tit the maxi.
MUM R 13 value, It occurroo, 7 months rollowljig sunspot maximum at as Value of 1t
13
xvithin 0' percent of the maximum It value. The maximum N- , C-4) value exceeded13	 *. 3
by about 35 percent the equation-predicted value (Line A) , given 11 :13 , Thus, Figure
10 suggests tbat the descending portion of cycle 21 will be somewhat more active, in
A proportionate way, than tho ascendIng portion-, or, In other worcis, major flares
appear to be more prevalent just after and into ilia dccljnin6^ or late phases of the
solar cycle, rather than in the rhqlnf + or early plitises of the cycle*. Component 01
spanned 21 months and component C" 2 
 
about 23 montlits; thus fi l, was increasing tit
the rata of about 22 . 38 units per month iii 	 initial phases of ilia rising portion of
eyole 21 and tit ilia rate of '4. 48 units per month In the latter Stap)s of ilia ascending
portion of the cycle. Similarly, &13 CA) increased tit the rate of 0.67 flares per
montli during C, and tit ilia rate of 1,04 flares per nionth during C..
13
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Figure 11 Illustrates the relationship between 
N13 and 
11 134 10111c, A essentially
cor •espon(AH to the ascondInK portion of cycle 21, connecting the Initial plot point
with the maximum N,, value, and line 1) to the daticanding portion, o-onnooting the
initial plot poInt to the maximum it 13 N 13 value. "]'he line equations are:
Line A (Asecilding Cycle 21)	 N 
13	 83 It 1,3 	 I's
(11)( I
Line 1) Mcscendfilp, , Cycle 21)	 N	
'" so 
It4	 13 -	 13
Figure It shows that flare activity (subfltircros mid major flares) peaked prior to
the maximum It 13 Value, Implying that, mitim major flare counts peaked subsm luent to
sun.4pot numbor maximum. the mimber of subtlarcs peaked prior to maximum it 13
occurrence. llence, the early phases of the solar cycle 
appear 
to be marlted by the
occurronee of many subi'lares, while the descending portlon mixy .,, be momowbat less
prolific In subflaro production. At maximum 11 13 , 
 
the value of N 1,1 was approximately
9 percent below that predicted by equation (7) (Line A)
	
R 13 Increased at the rate
of 3.58 units per month and 
N13 Incroosed tit the rate of 10.68 flami per month,based on line A.
Figure 12 depicts tbo relationship between N 13 (GIM and 13 13 .
 
Line A is as
parabola which corrospends to the asowding portion of cycle 21 1, and line 17 Is a
mtraight line,	 y9 "'A nung tt^^ tb4e doGICO'n'ding, jmrdloil of,	 eyoles The
Wline eq^mtlons Ire given befow:
Line A (Ascending Cycle 21)	 N13 (CIRP) 1.0 (11 13
	
(9)
and
Line 1) (Descouding Cycle 21)	 N 1.3 WRF)	 0.86 A 13 + 7.5	 (10)
The behavior of N 13 (0140 appears to follow t'bat of N 1 ,1 Ill. that petals numbers
slightly precede maximum ii 13 occurrenoo and tlio.t tliere is ail indicatloil, that the
number of GRF events during the descending portion of cycle '-)I will be lower than
durbig the ascending' portion.
Figure 13 shows the linour relationship betwoen V 13 and R 13• Although to
!!near equation (Line A, Including* dashed - line extonsim) is commensurate with the
d'ata. (being less than 7 percent error tit large 11 13 values), the (Inta indicate a slope
tliI alue s greater than 1`10. The line equations during, c ascending Andchange at F1 1 v
,
probably the dcsceiidinp portions of cycle 21 are-,
Line A (till, ik,13' especially 13 s,, R13 rt 110)
	
V 13 ° 0, 80 13 13  + 63	 (11)
(7)
(8)
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IV. LATE CYCLE 21: A LOOK AT THE SPACUAl1 2 BRA
Rosondahl [ 12] has briefly described the Spaacelab 2 instrument compleme .at.
Essontiaally, It Is an astrophysics and solar plryalciri mission with additional studles
being conducted Ira life sciences, uppor atmosphere, space plasma. physics, and sl^neo
technology. The solar instruments lire mounted on a pointing system and viow the
Sun In as fashion similar to the Skylab-ATM (Apollo Telescope Mount), utilizing tlae
services of as In maan being in the control anal operational loop. Spacelab 2 had ten
taatively been plannod for launch in Ap111 1001: 1
 or about a year of so past solar
maximum; however, much like Skylab, It will probably fly laato In the solar cycle(presently, It Is tentatively scat for launch In November 1084) , just prior to the saint.
mum of the subsequent ,cycle. Consequently, the behavior of the suit during the
Spaacelab 2 timefrttme may tae quite similar to that of the Skylab mission period o
1973-74.
It was previously shown that cycle 20 AMAX oceuvred In October 1968 with a
value of 110. 6. Also, cycle 21 AMIN occurred In March 1976 with a value of 12.4.
Thus, mathematically speaking, cycle 20 decayed at the rate of about 1,103 units per
month, Variation about this smooth-line decay of about 20 percent was observed,
cycle 21 AMAX occurred in December 1979 with at value of 166.2, and cycle 22 RMIN
is projected tooccur approximately Vabruary 15 ,'87 (based on the MIN-MIN moan 9-21
'fable 1) with as value of approximately 10 .4 (based on Figure 3). `j ;taus, cycle 21
a	 a_ S tab ] I..s ^.^ .sr.	 L 4i....r ,.. ^L	 1^	 f	
units
	
_^ ^_	 .ai__i^ 13bf3^TxUL U L %'Le sty aaG tlll7 ra1Ce oJo t - bout 1. 081 30 L^LLlt 3 pc tn^ntn.
	 Inr[3 L1^ 1a1^^I1C17
of Spaacelaab 2 Is tentatively set for late 1984, an alppro ci ►ataate value for R12 Is 59.3
20 percent, or between 47.4 and 71.2 it its decline Is titmilar to cycle 20. (The
Skylab period R, 3
 was about 35.) t1sing equation (11), F 13 can be estimated to be
about 110.8 :t 10 percent. Also, approximate Levels of Pore and eruptive activity
can be projected, based can the equations in Section 111. Thus, for the Spacela b 2
time frame, N 13 (`^1) can be estimated to be about 27.3 [from equation (4)] , N13 to
be about 148.3 [from equation (8) J , and N13 WRF) to be about 28.8 [from equation
(10)]. These mean activity numbers suggost that, Iaa a statistical sense, about one
major :Clare per day, about four subflaires per day, and about one CARV-radio event
per day during the Spacelaab 2 flight can be expected. 'Thus, Spacelab 2, having a
mission duration of approximately 1 week, may record as many as 35 flares (7 of
which will be major flares) and 7 eruptives. (These numbers have not been reduced
to account for orbital day/night or timeline constraints.)
In addition to flare and eruptive activity, a major scientific objective will be
the study of the morphology and evolution of active regions (including ephemeral
regions) . So, it would be of Interest to estimate the number of regions available for
observation during Spalcelaab 2 Allen [ 9) has stated that at sunspot minimum the
mean number of Individual spots per R  is 0.70, the mean number of sunsp-:t groups
per R  is 0.097, and the mean ,
 number of individual spots per group is 7, 3. ;Similarly,
at sunspot maximum, lie gives the mean number of individual spots per R. as 0. 87,
19
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the mean number of sunspot groups per R. are 0.083, and the moan number of DW -
viduatl spots; per group as 11, 0. since the moon decay time from maximum to minimum
Is ;approximately 82 months and the Spaacolatb 2 tentatively scheduled launch Is approxi-
mately 59 months after solar maximum, one could interpolate between the preceding
moan numbers and generate approximate moan numbers for the parameters applicable
to the Spaacelab 2 mission period, Hence, the following approximate relations I'Ap t can
be deduced
Moon number of Individual spots per RZ 0.75
Mean number of sunspot groups per RZ 0.093
Merin number of Individual spots per group 	 8.3 .
Sipco h13 has been calculated to be about 59.3 _+ 20 percent during Spaacelab 2,
one can estimate the rang of It s to be about 59. 3 :t 50 percent, or, between 20.7 and
$9. This Implies that the mean number of Individual spots on the Sun will be between
22.3 and 60,8 (mean 44.5) and the moan number of sunspot groups will be between
2.8 and 8.3 (moan 5 5). If cycle 21 behaves as did cycle 20, than during the
decline of the cycle the Sun may have a very active hemisphere occurring about every
y weeks and as ver y quiet hemisphere 1 131; thus, mission planners will necessarily
have to monitor solar activity levels prior to launch to ensure that Spacelab 2 mission
objectives can bat met. (it is important to re^-ompluasixo that the analysis given in
this section Is for the statistically averaged Sun and must be viewed in that context.)
V. SUNSPOT CXCIjl 22
Following the approach of Sections III. and IV, Figures 1 through 3 and Table 1
could be used to predict the occurrence of solar minimum and maximum and their
oppropriaate smoothed sunspot number values and to stake some general remarks about
cycle 22, taae next sunspot cycle. Therefore, since cycle 21 RMIN Is known, to have
occurred in March 1076 with a value of 12.4 and I MAX in December 1979 with a value
of 166.3. the 4onclusions are reached that cycle 22 11 MIN will occur between October
1986 (bared on `liable 1, MAX MIN time itatorvaxl) and February 1987 (based on Table
1. MIN-MIN time interval) with as value of 10.4 (based on Figure 3) and that RMAX
will occur between November—December 1990 Q)ased on Table 1, MAX-MAX time inter-
val and MIN MAX time interval, assuming an RMIN occurrence of October 1076) and
March 1991 (based on Table 1 MIN-MAX time Interval, assuming an RMIN occurrence
of February 1987) with as value of acpproximatoly 150. Cycle 22 will end about Septem-
ber 1997 to January 1998, based on an application of Table I results to the minimum
and maximum occurrence dates projected for cycle 22, as discussed previously, Thus,
cycle 22 is projected to have a cycle duration of approximately 128 to 136 months.
Also, since it is an even -numbored cycle, if It follows the pattern of previews solar
cycles, the leading sunspots in the northern solar hemisphere will have a south-
soolting pole uppermost on the Sun's surface; i.e. , the magnetic field will be inwards
through the Sun's surface in the; northern hemisphere. (The Hale magnetic cycle is
approximately 22 years.)
20
w4.
A second approach for determination of Value hMAX and RMIN' based can ample
ratios, i% given below. Using Figure 1 for the tabular data wore by Allen [ 91) ,
figuros could lass constructed based on tl^a ratio of AMAX to 11. Co y; same cycle and
subsequent cycle-, I,e. , (1) ratio the AMAX and RMIN valuesi for the spa mo cycle and
plot the ratio versus 8ola4► cycle number ranch (2) ratio tho A MAX of a cycle and the
RMIN of tho subsaecluont cycle and plot the ratio versus aolar cycle number. Such
has boon (lone in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The thin, single-humped curve,
denotoci A MAX /RMIN' pealdnir botwoen eyeless 15 and 15 in T <iguro 14 represents the
ratio of the it MAX and AMIN cosaino -related function, gr aphod In Vlgure 3, for the
sssamo-numbered solar eyelo. For example, the clot (r-) for cycle 9 Is the y
 ratio of tae
actual AMAX to AMIN values for cycle 9, and the line (in Fig. 14) just above that
dot represents the ratio of the cosine-relatod equation for It 119AX and RaIIN (drawn ire
Fig. 3) which for cycle 9 Is f-.158/11 or *1, 1.5.3	 The line appoArs^ to hest fit odd-
numl)cred cycles, although wide error bars are associated with it particularly for
eveld numbers 15 anti 1.9. The even-numborod cycles appoar to be hest fit by the
	
'.woad lino havin g
 the form 1R . = A
	
cos 0 4 13	 r , w hoifo A
	 -; 12 ► 5 ► 11MAXg	 R,	 MAX	 MAX	 51Ah	 C,
22.5 and the cosine function has a period of 176 years (which, coincidentally, is
2pproximatoly twice the Gleis3sberg cycle Y11). 7R H denotes the appropriate ratio ofIt MAX to RMIN (same cycle)
O !­MAX SAME CYCLE
A MIN
m
A MAX "'12.6
60	 0 MAX "22.6
T 176 YRS	 h	 (COSINE CURVES, SAME CYCLE)1wE " A MAX COS d + g MAX	 H MIN
4
a
26 .	 ... d....,....._.,,._— . 	 ..........	 MEAN ^ 27.72..,...,.	 ,........	 •	 ..^»w...^..ti.•......(CYCLES6-21)
.^,^..........^.
	 ...	 _.....—	 -----------MEAN w 21.56
•	 iW70 CYCLES 16, 19)
O	 ^
^..r...._.r._ ....._ - 	 T/2
0	 SOLAR CYCLE6	 0	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 16	 17	 16	 18	 20	 21 
Vigure 14. Variation of RMAX ]ftMIN cycles 3 through 21, where R MAX and RMIN
are for same cycle. Lines explained in text.
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VFigure 15 is similar to Figure 14 except it plots subsequent cycles; i.e. ► RMAX.
present cycle to RMIN subsequent cycle. Again, the thin, single-humped curve,
denoted A MAX /R MIN , peaking at cycle 14 in Figure 15 represents the ratio of the
RMAX and RMIN cosine-related functions, graphed in Figure 3, for subsequent solar
cycles. For example, the triangle (A) for-cycle 10 is the ratio of the actual RMAX
value for cycle 10 to the actual RMIN value for cycle 11 and the line (In Fig. 15)just below that triangle represents the ratio of the cosine-related equations for ffMAX
and RMIN (in rig, 3) which for cycle 10 4 11 is `-150/8,7 or N17.2. The line appears
to best fit even-numbered cycles, although the actual cycle 18 value is somewhat
higher than the ratio-derived value (line). The odd-numbered cycles appear to be
best fit by the broach line having the form 1R o ` AMAX cos 0 + BMAX' where AMAX
20, BMAX : 35, and the cosine function has a period of 132 years. 1R o denotes the
appropriate ratio of RMAX to RMIN (subsequent cycle),
A, R MAX SUBSEQUENT CYCLE
H MIN
A MAX " 20
a MAX " SS
T=132
TRO - A
s0
COS 0+8 MAX AMAX
e -MIN
E CURVES, SUBSEQUENT CYCLE)
O	 MEAN . 27,7e
25
	
^WYCLESB-21)
^•--^_ T/2
	 --^--^
'	 , '	 '	 -1	 i-	 ' SOLAR CYCLE NO,8	 9	 10	 11	 12	 13	 14	 15	 18	 1`7	 18	 19	 20	 21
Figure 15. Variation of RMAX /R MIN cycles 8 through 21, where RMIN is for cycle
.subsequent to R'MAX-determined cycle. Line equations explained in text.
0
22
Following 
the 
arovelliontione'd approach (based on Vigs, 14 and 15), cycle 22 Is
projected to have tin ft 
MAX value between A,1 45. 0 
and 
148, 7, based oil the JR 1.4, and
it MAX /AMIN curves, respectively, for same cycle and given RMIN :' 10. 4. Cycle 22 Is
Projected to have till It 
MIN 
value between qr 4 tin(! 10. 4, based oil the 'R 
0 
and A MAX / A 
MIN
curves, respectively, for subsequent cycle and given ft
M ► X cycle 21 equal to 166.3.
11,9111K these AMIN values for cycle 22, 171MAX for cycle 22 IH also projected to be 1, 56,
baso'd oil A MIN ' 4, or to be between °\,145, 6 and 1.18, 7, based oil it MIN
	
10.4, tis til)ovo.
ThuH, the two described approaclios quggost AMAX to be tipproxfiluitely equal to 150,
148. 7, 145. 6, or $6, and it 
MIN 
to be about 10, 4, 10. 4, or 4, Weighing each of the pre-
Coding it
MAX 
and It
MIN 
values equally and computing moans suggest that, perhaps, the
hest-guess values for ft 
MAX 
an d A 
MIN 
for cycle 22 tire approximately 123, 1, and 8. 3,
respqctive-ly, or Incorporating 30 porcent error bars. It
	 (cycle 22) 125,1 a° 3 7. 5
1111d Itm N (cycle 22)	 8.3 :t 2. 5.	 MAX
If the behavior of cycle 22 follows that of cycle 21, then
	 tip, ^ lie t lie	 proximate number
of flares and OIRV ^radlo ovcr,.tF, and level of 2800 Mllz radio 011118sion, call be
basod oil the fbrmu'! ,' .O of S(Y'A'tioli 111, for Sunspot 111fillillum and maximum conditionS.
Hence, lit It 
MIN 
(cycle 22), the following would I)c anticipated.- 
N
13 (--1)	 2. 8 :t 0. 8,
N 
13 
22 11G. 6. N 13 (URF)	 5 ;t 3.2, and F 
13 °. 
70.4 21.1; and for R 
MAX 
(cycle 22);
'U. 5	 1 2)N	 ( ' 4)	 .8, f4	 (010)	 59. a t 17, 9. a13	 13	 3r)3. 8 t loo. 1, 	 13	 (1 
1,.
1.3  " 174.3
'k- 32 .3. F 13 lit R MIN and It MAX can also be estimated from commoiAs regarding Vigure 5;
i.e. , lit	 is abotit 6 (for cycle 21). 11 ►liplying F 1 0 (cycle 22) eq ual to ov49.8.
and f. 
13 /R 13 is about 1. 2 tit 1tMAX (based 
on 
cycle 20 and 21), suggesting F 13 (cycle
22) o(I ual to x, 150. 1. Caution mmat be urged in using those numbers, since the assump-
tion thilt cycle 22 behaves essentially as cycle ' 21 may not be valid. [It Is of interest to
not(", however, that the Skylab parlod had till A 
13 
value or -N 35, which implies 
a 
Vallic
of x` 13 to be ^. 94, 2 [ based oil c(I nation ( 11)1, N 1,3  (—>I) v 11. 9 to 16.1 [based oil equations
(3) 
and (4), respectively] , N 
13 'v 87.5 to 97. 6 [based 
on 
equations (7) and (8), respoc-
fivoly] , and f4 13 (ORP) k, 20. 1, to :33. 4 [based on equations (9) and (10),, respectively]
Actual values for 1; 13 and N 13 (:^I)wero 1•86 and x , 19. Th'us ' P 13 Was actually Slightly
loss than would have been predicted and f4 1, 3 (_J) slightly more. Actual number counts
fo 1, N 13 and
	
(GRF) have not been made, so comparison cannot bo act!omplislied. I
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Sunspot variation Is to phenomenon that has been apparent oil the Sun for tit
least hundreds of years (if not longer). This report briefly discussed the solar
cycle sunspot variation, partioularly for cycle numbers 8 through 21. It was shown
that the variation of sunpot maxima and mirdilia values could be simply describ od, in
an approximate way, by arbitrarily chosen cosine-related periodic functions (with a
I	 ono
	 odporiod of 132 years). Using this simplified appr 41 and bas oil R MAX tied A MIN
occurrence dates for cycle 20, It was determined that to projection of cycle 21 was
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ObtiarVad 1,0 aploo quite closely with actual values, Vwroulao wore &	 g _011 tolUtIn
numbers of flares, major flares, and GH - raFdlo events 
to A13' 
as wall as V 13 to 11131
Based on the decline of cycle 20 avd, predominately, 
on 
the rho portion of cycle 21,
a prediction of activity levels was made for the ^,pacelnb 2 mission time frame, Oate
IWO, Virally, a prediction of activity levels a , u made -for cycle 22. Tables 2, 3.
wid 4 Hummarize the findings for cycle 21, the Apa Bola b 2 mission time frame, and
eyele 22, respectively.
With the advent of tbo 'S'luittlofactually the Space Transportation System (STS)I,
solar physies may be entorIng as new ar.,. of unp race dented opportunity to study the
multifarious soltal eyele dope dent relationships 
and 
other phanomonat These future
alissions W.g. , Spkwelab 2 and others, such as SOADM Solnr Cycle and Dynamics
A1ls.,41011 (I'll) will havo misslon and sclentille objectives which often may be solar
This report Is Intandod to serve as an aid to planners of those
TABIA-,' 2. SUMMARY OF CYCLE 21
Value Remarks
Dato Sunspot Minimum March 1976
Dato Sunspot Maximulli 1)oeombor 19.79
("Yele miration (months) 1.:3 7-> 132 ")"3
Ascont Duration (moutlis) 45 1
Deascent Duration 011011010 82.87 213
RMIN
12.4 1
RMAX
IG6. 3 1,4
F
L 
MIN
73.3
FMAX
1.98.0
NMIN
27.8
NMAX
438,0 !,4
NMIN 2.7
NMAX ( ':A) 71.5 1, 4
NMIN (URF) 10.7
RNIAX	
( ("11 It F) 66.5
Romarlts I Observod
+4	 Prodlotod.
3 Assutnes Cyele 22 begins October 1986-Vebruary 1')187,
based on applict-xtlon of Table I mean -time intervals.,
(MIN-MIN and MAX-MIN.)
4 Assumes maximum occurred prior to August, 1980.
3. Schattan and Sofia [151 have recently InvostigatocI -t-he SCIAlvalzahild criterion for
conveetion, in the presence of a, -magnatle field and believe that tliQir results may
be of importance for solat, variability.
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TABLE 3, SUMMARY OF SPACE"LAH 2 MISSION 'kIME"411AME PROJECTIONS
Y
n ,	 -
Parameter Value Remarks
Cycle 21 Sunspot Max1mum December 1979 1
Cycle 22 Sunspot Minimum February 1987 2,3
Cycle 21 Duration 0110110114) 132 2,3
Cycle 21 Doscont Duratlon 87 2.3
(1101101.9)
Cycle 21, AMAX 166,3 1,4
Cycle 22 R MIN 10.4 2.5
Cycle 21 R 13 Decay Rate 1.813 12, 3
(units/1110,11th)
t13 (Novomber 1980 59.3 2,6
l'`  13 (November 1984) 115.8 2,7
N13 (November 1084) 148. 3 2'8
N 13
	
(November 1984) 27.3 2,9
N'13 (OR F) (November 1984) 28.8 2,10
Number Observat)lo Flares DurIng "35 2,11
Mission
Number Observable Major Flares 0 2,11
ID	 M fis.urIng	 91011
Number Observable Eruptives 7 9,11
Remarlts.-	 I Observed.
2 Prodletod,
3 Based on Table 1 (MIN-MIN).
4 Assumes maximum occurred prior to August 1980,
5 Based on Figure 3.
6 Assumes It MAX occurrence is correctly known 
and R i3 decay
rate is acewvate.
7 Based on equation (11).
8 - Based on equation (8).
9 - Based on equation (4).
10 - Based on equation (10).
11 - Based on 1-weelt mission duration-, no correction (reduction)
has been made for orbital daylnig)it or timeline constraints.
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TATILE 4, PROJECTION FX)R CYCLUI 22
Parameter Value Roma Tics
Date Sunspot M1111111un) October 1986-Vebruary 1987 1
Dato Sunspot Maximum November 1990-Maro.1i 1991 1
("Yele Duration	 (111011018) 128-136 2
Aseent Duration months) 45- 53 2
Descent Duration (months) 75= Ot
it MIN 8.3 :t 2.5 3
it MAX 125 ± 37,5 3
YMIN 70, 4 i 31.1 4
10 
MAX 174.3 ;t 52.3 4
N MIN 22	 6. 6 4
NMAX 353.8 :t 106.1 4
N MIN (=) 2.8 ± 0.8 4
*NM A X (..l) C-h 5 :L U. 8 4
N MIN (GRID ) 10.5 :L 3.2) 4
N MAX (QR.F) 59,: 6 ± 17.0
Romarks: I Based on Tables I mid 2.
Straiglit-forward CalculatIon,
3 - Mean based on numbers derived from VIgures 3, 14, and 15, And
Assuming 30 percont error bars; Actual values suggested for
ii MAX inolude. 1.50, 148.7, 1,46.6, and 56; actual values suggpsted
for RMIN Include 10.4 and 4: see 'text.
4 - Based on equations Wivon In text-, assumes cycle 22 bohAves
,ilmilarly to cycle 21.
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Viguros A =l  through A-5 are scatter diagrams comparing raw monthly mean
values, with their smoothed monthly mean values. Figure A-1 is the scatter diagram
Comparing ltz and It 13' Figure A L 2 compares 1'2800 and 1' 10 , Vigure A ­ 3 N(..,J) and
N13 C,l), Figure A=4 N and N13' wid Figure ,A.°5 N(GRV) and N 13 (GRV). The dank
line running diagonally from lowor-left to upper-right on each of the figures Is tine
1= to - I correlation line, The dashed lines running diagonally from lower-loft ,o upper--
+ight on each figure represent the x°20 percent and ±30 percent departure spreads,
It is observed that sunspot numbers vary by about 20 percent at high sunspot numbers
and by 30 percent or more near solar minimum. `file 2800p-MIN radio omission, cone
vorsely, varies by only a few percent at sunspot minimum and, by 20 percent or less
oat high sunspot number. Major flare variation Is much broader, being 30 percent or
moire, while tine general class of flares and GRF events show variation of usually Tess
than 20 percent near sunspot maximum and 30 percent or more near sunspot minimum.
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Figure A-1. RZ versus 11 13 cycle 21 scatter plot.
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Figure A - 3. N(.^) versus N1.3 fx^l^ cycle 21, scatter Plgt,
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Figure A-4. N versus N1;3 cycle 21 scatter plot.
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Figure A -S. N(GR) versus N 13 (clip) cycle 21 scatter plot.
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